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As the global leader in precast concrete, Spancrete®
products do more than create a structure: they help build
your vision. Whether you’re constructing a new warehouse
or manufacturing facility or erecting a new corporate office
or large-scale storefront, Spancrete Brand precast products
offer unmatched reliability, versatility and quality.

Long-Lasting, Durable and Attractive
Spancrete Brand precast products provide durable and highly
adaptable solutions for the construction of new commercial
and industrial facilities and the expansion of existing ones.
Our precast construction components have been heavily relied
upon for a wide range of applications since 1946, including
interior and exterior walls and supporting everything from
roofs to mezzanines, raised walkways and other architectural
features unique to your facility. At Spancrete, our ultimate
goal is to provide personalized, enduring solutions for your
new building, and that means working closely with you and
your engineers to construct a quality structure. We don’t
simply offer a one-size-fits-all solution – every industrial and
commercial construction project is as unique as your business.
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Safe, Cost Effective and Faster Construction
For any new commercial or industrial building, the ultimate
objective is quality, safety and efficiency. Our preformed,
prestressed panels and planks require less maintenance,
withstand the stresses of shifting environmental conditions and
can even help lower construction costs, benefits traditional
building materials can’t match. We know that the longer it takes
to finish a structure, the longer it takes to begin production and
bring in new revenue. The speedy installation of Spancrete Brand
precast products helps reduce construction timetables, meaning
you can be up and running faster than expected, something we
can both stand behind.

Flexible Designs and Custom Options
With Spancrete Brand precast products, no two facilities are
the same. Our precast, prestressed building components can be
designed, constructed and installed based on your preferences,
which offers the flexibility that today’s industrial and commercial
facility designers need to create truly impressive structures.
With a wide variety of surface textures and finishes, including
ribbed, raked, broomed, sandblasted and exposed aggregate,
your new warehouse, manufacturing center or corporate
headquarters won’t just show your company’s quality – it’ll
attract the attention you deserve.

We Built That™
Since our first projects almost 70 years ago, Spancrete has been wholly dedicated to providing the best precast products
and customer service in the industry. By partnering with our customers and working to fully understand and develop your
vision, we help turn your plans into amazing reality. We’re only satisfied when our customers get what they want, and
that means working closely with you to ensure quality results. At the end of the day, when your project is finished and
you are fully satisfied and pleased with your facility, we will stand before it, shake hands and say, “We Built That.”

Spancrete® is Building Innovation™.
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